MEETING NOTES
GREENSBORO FIRE STATION JOB MEETING 1/07/ 2014

1. Met at jobsite and then in the meeting with E.F. Wall and representatives of Amerigas to
discuss propane tank placement, and details of gas service. Tank to be 1000 gallon capacity,
and will be located 25’ from rear of station on a gravel pad at east side of parking lot. Wayne
will have Ron Fenoff set up the pad and dig/backfill the gas-line which will be installed by
Amerigas. This work should begin next week weather permitting.
2. Regulator will be installed on rear of building 3’ to the east of the storage room door.
Mechanical contractor will need to pipe the gas to the boiler above the overhead door at
rear of building. Black iron pipe to be exposed below the finish ceiling above door.
3. Amerigas guesses propane use will be in the 1400 gallon range- but this is only a guess.
Town uses Amerigas for town hall as well- will be in contact with Amerigas in July re:
contract for fuel.
4. Looked at 2-fan layout for emergency Ventilation of truck bays. Katie reports that total add
cost will be the difference in fan cost only at $2558.00. Committee members present
Okayed the expense as a change order to the single fan cost carried in the contract. Katie
will provide details of fans and final placement for review.
5. Looked at hot water- specified to be a storage tank off the boiler. After some discussion
resolved to leave it as specified.
6. Looked at revised electrical prints which include lighting fixture I.D. and reworked power as
previously discussed and noted on first submittals. Changes are approved.
7. Chris reported he spoke with Byron at Wallboard supply about the XP drywall in the fire
station environment. Byron has confidence that the system will work fine with no mold
problems given our installation details.
8. Katie did not bring the application for payment to the meeting. Will get it to Valdine for
signature as soon as possible. Insurance and list of stored materials went to Valdine, but in
the interim since the first request all materials stored at Poulin Lumber have been delivered
to site, including windows and siding, so no off-site stored materials will be included.
9. Discussed floor thawing. Floor on east side has been thawed and is now protected from refreezing with one layer of rigid insulation and blankets. West side will be treated similarly.
10. In schedule discussion we are about two weeks behind. Given the weather we have had, this
is no surprise. It has been very difficult for the framers, and they deserve credit for sticking
with it. We are now close to being closed in, and once that happens we can expect things
will move along faster. Mechanical contractor can install piping on the rigid insulation 10 2-3
days, and concrete contractor is ready to do the slab. Overall Wayne expects to be
substantially complete in 2 -2.5 months.
11. Valdine has the bill for the waterline extension for $121,377.60. This is within budget, but
Junior questions the switch from ductile iron pipe to PVC. Should there be a credit due to
this? Chris will contact water systems engineer to review.

